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Executive Summary

For decades, experts have been thinking and writing about the need to revamp teacher pay. In recent years, the pace of reports, op-eds, expert recommendations, and task force proposals calling for change has accelerated. Yet despite the proliferating chatter, the bulk of teacher pay remains fundamentally unchanged. Each passing year of continued investment in current pay systems encourages the lowest contributors to remain in teaching and discourages the highest potential contributors from entering, performing, and remaining in the profession.

The pay design approaches proposed in this report are not novel. Especially in recent years, all have been suggested or discussed by many in education but tried by only a few. Instead of merely prescribing one approach to pay, a guiding principle for taking action—pay for contribution—is recommended. Pay for contribution means investing more in teachers and teaching roles that contribute measurably more to student learning. Pay for contribution is particularly attractive to higher contributors. For this reason, it can help shape not only the performance of current teachers, but also the quality of the future teaching workforce by shifting who enters and stays in the profession.

Significant cross-sector research provides insights about the pay policies states can use to enhance teaching effectiveness and, thereby, improve student learning. This analysis should be just the start of many efforts to enact new models of teacher pay, determine what works well and what does not, and adjust pay systems to reflect those findings.

The Many Forms of Pay for Contribution

Governors who want pay to enhance teaching effectiveness and improve student learning should advocate pay for contribution through one or more of these compensation policies:

- **performance pay**: significant bonus pay to teachers for gains in student learning results;
- **hard-to-staff school pay**: additional compensation for teachers who work in high-poverty schools, and very significant performance rewards to those who contribute more to growth in student learning in these schools;
- **skill shortage pay**: additional compensation to attract teachers in shortage areas, such as math, science, and special education, and very significant performance rewards to those who contribute more to student learning gains in the shortage areas;
- **advanced role pay**: additional compensation for advanced or “master” teaching roles—and teachers capable of filling them—that contribute measurably more to student learning;
- **skill and knowledge pay**: additional compensation for specific skills that lead to proven, measurable gains in student learning, particularly in states where teacher-level assessment of student gains has not been implemented;
- **limited advanced degree pay**: additional compensation for holders of advanced degrees only in fields, such as secondary mathematics, where such degrees have a proven effect on student learning; and
- **retention pay**: significant one-time pay boosts after the early years of teaching experience to retain higher performers.

Executive Summary
The amount of pay change for individuals must be significant enough to impact who becomes a teacher, who stays in the profession, and what teachers do in their classrooms. What “significant” means will vary by context, but small differentials of 5 percent or less of teacher pay are unlikely to be worth the trouble of implementing. Instead, differential pay opportunities of 15 percent or more may be needed to achieve the positive learning results that governors are seeking. The effect on state teacher pay budgets will depend largely on two factors: how bold leaders are in adopting numerous forms of pay for contribution and how much is shifted from pay that does not reward contribution to learning. The more policymakers are willing to increase or shift pay dollars into forms of pay for contribution, the more impact on student learning the changes will have.

Governors can enact these initiatives at the state level or encourage and enable schools and school districts to act. Eliminating state policy barriers to all forms of pay for contribution and providing grants to encourage bold and responsible district experimentation are key enabling activities.

Initiatives to Make Pay for Contribution Effective

Whatever roles that governors choose to play in teacher pay reform, they should also advocate initiatives that will help make pay for contribution effective, including the following:

- **Instituting valid systems that track the contributions of individual teachers to student learning gains.** Ongoing improvement of student testing to measure student learning progress accurately is an important complement to pay reform. Without quality measures of learning, teachers will doubt the fairness of pay reforms based on assessment results. Measuring student progress also is critical to assessing the true value and impact of reforms, including pay changes. Furthermore, paying teachers for student progress reduces the incentive for teachers to avoid teaching challenging children with lower starting achievement levels.

- **Initiating or participating in studies of the “soft attributes” or “deeper competencies” of effective teachers.** Such studies can help build a well-grounded knowledge base about the habitual behaviors, thinking skills, and motivations of teachers who measurably contribute the most to student learning.

- **Addressing common implementation challenges.** These include training principals to play their part in implementing teacher pay changes, organizing the pay design process for staff buy-in, and building teacher pay budgets so they are sustainable when higher teacher performance demands larger expenditures for teacher compensation.

- **Evaluating how new pay designs contribute to student learning.** Rigorous ongoing evaluation of new models will enable governors and education leaders to evolve compensation design as learning goals, measurement capabilities, and financial resources change.
The specter of global competition has become real. Enormous educational progress in developing countries has made elementary and secondary education essential to the future economic and political success of nations and states. Several economically emerging nations have overtaken the United States in learning achievement; the future many have feared in this regard is occurring now. In response to this and continuing concerns about education equity, governors have led a national movement to set high standards for all students, measure learning results, and hold schools accountable for ensuring learning. Along with this focus on results has come a search for critical levers to get those results.

Now more than ever, teacher effectiveness is one of those levers. Scholars and policymakers have come to understand that the quality of a student’s teacher will be one of the most important factors in determining how much that student learns in school. As a result, the search is on for ways to raise the average level of teacher effectiveness by:

- attracting more capable individuals to enter the teaching profession, in general and in hard-to-staff subject areas;
- encouraging more of the best teachers to teach in hard-to-staff schools;
- inducing all teachers to improve the quality of their teaching;
- retaining more of the best teachers to stay in the profession over time; and
- outplacing more teachers who are not effective with students despite efforts to enhance the quality of their teaching.

Intuitively, policymakers and educators believe pay matters for getting and keeping great teachers. Today, the competitiveness of teacher pay relative to the pay for other similar jobs is the subject of heated debate, and comparative results depend primarily on whether summertime is counted as work time. Of course, how much pay is an important question for all teachers. How well-designed is pay, however, is the question that affects student learning. A link between average base pay levels in traditional teacher pay plans and student learning performance has not yet been established.

Pay is not just about dollars. The structure of pay—who is paid how much and for what—sends a strong signal about whether teaching is a profession where high achievement and high achievers are valued. Pay is part of the organizational culture that tells workers in any job what characteristics and behaviors are valued.

Currently, degrees and years of experience are the largest factors in teacher pay differences. Pay for experience is usually incremental and spread out over the typical teaching career. On average, experience improves performance for a few years but not after that time. Advanced degrees have no effect on performance, except for a small one in secondary math and, possibly, other similar technical areas.

Problems with Today’s Teacher Pay Design
What is the effect of paying so much for so little learning consequence? Teacher pay in recent decades has not just failed to enhance teacher effectiveness. In fact, teacher pay design today works against quality teaching, encouraging lower performers to enter the profession and stay disproportionately while compelling higher performers to stay away and leave disproportionately.
Typically, increased state budgets for teacher pay are allocated to all teachers in equal percentages, which reinforces the shortcomings of current pay structures. Every time states authorize across-the-board pay increases in equal percentages to all teachers regardless of contribution, they create an incentive for the lowest contributors to remain in the profession and send the discouraging message that the highest contributors are no more valuable than those contributing the least.

Certainly, highly capable individuals still choose to enter and stay in the teaching profession for reasons unrelated to pay or recognition of their contributions to student learning, but the big picture is bleak. New teachers are less likely to score in the top quartile of verbal ability—one proven predictor of performance—than in the bottom quartile of verbal ability. Moreover, those in the top quartile are twice as likely to leave teaching after five years as those in the bottom quartile. One key reason is that more capable teachers earn little more than less capable ones. Economic analysis of teacher pay has shown that high-ability teachers leave the profession in disproportionate droves due, in large part, to the extreme “pay compression” between high and low performers. Between the mid-1960s and 2000, the difference in compensation paid to teachers with the highest and lowest college admissions aptitudes shriveled from 37 percent to a mere 4 percent.

These results are not surprising. Across many types of organizations, pay has been shown to make a great difference in who stays and who leaves. Although general teacher surveys suggest that working conditions are more important than pay to teachers as a group, these studies do not reveal the full story about how pay affects teaching quality. In cross-industry surveys that break out the attitudes of high performers from those of the rest, high performers are the ones who leave primarily for higher pay. They also are more likely than other employees to leave for lack of advancement opportunity. Pay is not the only factor, but if teachers resemble other employees, it may be one of the most crucial factors prompting the exit of top teachers. So long as compensation continues to send the clear message that achievement among teachers is not valued, high performers will continue to respond in kind by avoiding teaching and exiting teaching disproportionately.

Many people want to pay teachers more. American culture values education and the teachers who deliver it. Education is critical to hope and opportunity for all the nation’s diverse citizens. Yet no evidence exists to indicate that across-the-board pay increases using the current pay structure improves student learning. The case for taking a different approach is overwhelming.
Recent State Reforms to Change Teacher Pay
In response, governors across the nation are taking the lead in teacher compensation reform. Reforms, attempted reforms, and stated intentions vary from focused to broad and from radical to incremental, but all aim to better align teacher rewards with student learning. Major pay reform has been enacted in Florida, Minnesota, and Texas. Several states have implemented similar but less extensive reforms. Governors in additional states have attempted reform, but they have seen proposed reforms blocked in the legislative process or challenged prior to implementation (see “Taking Action to Change Teacher Pay” on page 6).

Some governors have tried targeted reforms, such as those aimed at hard-to-staff schools and hard-to-staff positions (e.g., math and science). These efforts generally address market issues, but they do not significantly change the quality or contribution of the labor pool that enters or stays in teaching. Market and working condition pay approaches are common across industries, and they are essential when not enough workers would otherwise choose certain positions because of more rewarding alternatives or extra challenges compared with alternatives. Yet as currently crafted in education, market and hard-to-staff pay enhancements do not signal that high contribution to student learning—not just hard work or technical proficiency—is valued. Additional pay reform efforts have occurred at the district level and by private groups, and governors can also learn from these experiences.

Despite this admirable and growing activity, reform efforts are small, compared with the potential nationally. Moreover, too few approaches are precisely crafted to shift the average contribution of teachers—and the average learning experience of students—higher.
Taking Action to Change Teacher Pay

Action to change teacher pay has occurred at the state and local levels. Sometimes, private groups have provided the impetus for reform.

**State Action**

**Florida.** Former Governor Jeb Bush oversaw enactment of a teacher pay reform under which all teachers have some of their salary based primarily on improved student achievement as well as other approved performance appraisal factors. Additionally, a limited percentage of outstanding teachers receive a supplement of at least 5 percent of their base salary. Governor Charlie Crist and the legislature recently adopted a bill that modifies the percentage of payouts that is based on standardized tests while delegating plan design details to the district level.12

**Minnesota.** Governor Tim Pawlenty proposed legislation passed by the state legislature in 2005 to provide $86 million in budgeted funds to districts that reform teacher pay. The Quality Compensation Plan (Q Comp) requires five components: career ladders for teachers, job-embedded professional development, instructional observations and standards-based assessments, measures to determine student growth, and alternative teacher compensation or performance pay. Additional pay in hard-to-staff schools and subjects is allowed.13

**Texas.** Governor Rick Perry issued an executive order initiating a $10 million statewide incentive plan for teachers in 100 select, qualifying schools in which payouts are based partly on student testing performance. Other factors are mentoring other teachers and teaching in hard-to-staff schools and subjects. More traditional elements such as education levels and experience also are considered. Seventy-five percent of the plan’s payout funds must go to teachers. Individual teachers are eligible for up to $10,000 in payouts. Teachers at the local level will have a voice in determining payout guidelines for some of the funding.14 That same year, legislation expanded the program to over 1,100 qualifying schools and authorized approximately $100 million in funding. Additional legislation authorized another incentive pay program for which all schools are eligible. Districts and schools will determine the criteria by which teachers are granted awards.

Governors in at least four states—Alabama, Hawaii, Massachusetts, and Mississippi—have proposed pay reforms of similar design and magnitude to the major Florida and Minnesota plans. Arizona and Nevada are designing, and Iowa is piloting, pay programs that reward both test scores and teacher skills. Oklahoma provides bonuses based on student test score improvement. North Carolina uses a school growth model, with bonuses provided school-wide based on student test scores. Delaware and New Mexico are designing skill-based pay plans. California and Indiana also have proposed performance-based pay.15
Local and Private Action

In early 2006, Houston, Texas, began to base salary increases in part on student test score performance. Denver, Colorado, has a multifaceted new pay program (ProComp) that includes various types of incentive pay. Other communities across the nation—for example, Anne Arundel County, Maryland; Charlotte-Mecklenburg and Guilford Counties, North Carolina; Chattanooga, Tennessee; Cincinnati and Columbus, Ohio; Kansas City, Missouri; Minneapolis, Minnesota; Mobile, Alabama; and Springfield, Massachusetts—have proposed or enacted less comprehensive reforms.16

The privately funded Teacher Advancement Program (TAP), which has been implemented and studied in numerous schools, serves as a model for many of the more aggressive pay reforms.17 TAP includes multiple career paths, professional development focused on the curriculum and student progress, frequent evaluation of teachers, and performance-based compensation. The compensation element includes base-pay supplements for master and mentor teaching roles and bonus opportunities. Bonuses are based on classroom observation and both school-wide and individual value-added measures of student progress.
Reforming teacher compensation is not a new topic, nor is considering alternatives such as incentive pay. What is different now? First, there is growing recognition that the current major determinants of teacher pay—academic degrees and teaching experience—are lackluster predictors of student learning. Second, considerable advances in measurement now enable tracking of individual teachers’ impact on student learning progress, regardless of each student’s starting point. These new assessments are known as value-added measures. Without fair and accurate measures of teachers’ effects on children, it has been difficult to craft pay-for-performance plans that win the confidence of teachers. Research using value-added technology shows that better teachers and certain teaching roles contribute significantly more to student learning than others. Value-added approaches are not perfect; tests can be misaligned with standards, poorly designed methods can fail to pinpoint the real contributions of teachers, and student learning is not currently measured in all grades and content areas. However, well-designed value-added measures can play a role as part of broader teacher pay systems.

Third, pay has been well-researched in recent decades across industries and is now a well-proven lever for attracting and retaining better performers and for improving the performance of all capable staff. Compensation experts now know not just whether pay can improve performance at work but also how pay can and cannot improve performance at work.

Fourth, the political climate has shifted. All governors are concerned about education and are looking for ways to leverage improvements in student learning. Governors know that teachers can significantly affect student achievement and are seeking strategies to attract and keep the best teachers in their classrooms. Some have taken action to better train, recruit, and retain effective teachers. Many are interested in promoting or enacting new models of teacher pay. While governors in a few states are taking action and/or encouraging district experimentation, others are ready to act but are waiting for more concrete results and guidance about promising strategies. Some may be concerned about increased costs arising from additional teacher compensation, which already consumes a large portion of state budgets. Fortunately, public support for increasing teacher pay is overwhelming—as high as 80 percent approval for pay increases that include more pay for better teaching. Few issues have the universal emotional and economic appeal of contribution-based teacher pay reform. Today, teacher pay reform is attractive across the political spectrum, both for the values it communicates and for its enormous potential impact on teaching quality and student learning.
How can pay be redesigned and delivered to encourage large, global increases in teacher effectiveness? Many experts and education leaders have begun thinking about this. Proposals for serious reform are appearing at a rapid clip. The policy question is this: How can governors confidently and effectively act to change teacher pay so it promotes and rewards teacher contributions to improved student achievement?

Pay for contribution is a new term for potential governor-led and governor-enabled teacher pay reforms that can help increase teacher effectiveness. Pay for contribution means investing more in teachers and teaching roles that contribute measurably more to student learning.

The policy litmus test for state pay reform is whether it will significantly improve the influx of high-performing teachers, the performance of all capable teachers, or the retention of higher performers (and outplacement of lower performers). Pay for contribution, as defined in this report, is a uniquely strong lever for enhancing teacher effectiveness because it is uniquely attractive to high performers, both for recruitment and retention. Pay for contribution also motivates improved performance of all capable staff.

Yet pay for contribution can be intimidating to those uncertain about how they will fare. This fear can lead to political opposition, a formidable challenge borne out in the experience of some states attempting teacher pay reform.
Several ways to pay for contribution exist, though considerable cross-industry research makes clear that some are more effective than others. Some work better to attract higher performers, some to improve the effectiveness of all staff, and some to retain higher performers. Some pay changes increase the effectiveness of employees in multiple ways—attracting, improving, and retaining better performers and performance—while reducing the attractiveness of a job to lower performers. Every pay for contribution reform must be designed and executed well to work, but changes are worth the effort to replace pay policies that do not have the intended effect even when implemented well.

The amount of pay change for individuals must be significant enough to impact who becomes a teacher, who stays in the profession, and what teachers do in their classrooms. What “significant” means will vary by context, including factors such as the competitiveness of current teacher pay relative to the pay for other similar jobs. Available studies suggest that more substantial pay differentials will lead to more significant results. According to cross-sector research, for example, the larger the incentive pay opportunity available for a job, the more it will attract high performers. In a United Kingdom performance pay plan that produced highly significant student learning gains, pay differentials available to successful participating teachers ranged from 15 percent to 22 percent. Stanford economist Eric Hanushek and his colleagues estimate that the pay differentials needed to attract teachers to hard-to-staff schools are even more substantial: 20 percent to 50 percent. Further experience and research in education should reveal more guideposts, including answers to the critical question of how much pay would encourage capable teachers to seek and remain in advanced teacher roles. In general, very small differentials (e.g., 5 percent or less) may not be worth the political capital or administrative cost.

Governors are naturally concerned that large differentials are not feasible in light of state budget realities. It is worth noting that a differential of, for example, 20 percent would not require a 20 percent increase in a state’s teacher pay budget; only a small proportion of teachers would assume advanced roles, a minority of schools and teaching positions are hard to staff, and not all teachers would earn performance-based awards. Still, if added to existing pay systems, the amount of “new money” required might not be fiscally practical. Consequently, the implementation of pay for contribution will depend largely on how bold leaders are in reallocating funds over time from pay that does not reward contribution to learning.

Performance Pay
One of the most obvious, but also controversial, ways to pay for contribution is to pay for measured performance. Teachers could earn annual bonuses, for example, by producing strong student gains based on standardized tests or some other objective measure of how much children are learning.

When designed well, a strong body of cross-industry research has shown pay for performance to have a significant positive effect on organizational performance. These findings are bolstered by recent research in education. For example, a well-designed study of a performance pay plan in Britain yielded very positive results; teachers participating in the plan increased student learning by half a year more than other teachers, on average, over two years. In the most recent year of data, plan participants were eligible for performance-based pay of up to 15 percent to 22 percent above nonparticipating teachers. Similar studies are beginning to emerge in the United States.

Performance pay improves organizational performance in multiple ways. Jobs with performance pay attract and retain a disproportionate number of higher performers.
and staff with better qualifications. Performance plans improve the average performance of all who possess the necessary underlying capabilities to perform. Because staff must possess the underlying capabilities, teacher selection criteria and professional development that focus on essential skills and competencies are critical companions for maximizing the performance benefits for all staff, not just the highest performers.

The effectiveness—and sustainability—of performance pay in any setting depends on how well the design details match the needs and resources of the organization as well as how leaders reinforce performance through other management actions. Design challenges have been well-documented, which helps those designing performance pay plans today avoid these challenges. Performance pay plans that both get the best results and that employees prefer:

- are based on fair measures related to performance;
- reward all important goals of a job;
- include frequent feedback on progress during the year;
- provide substantial, motivating rewards for higher performance; and
- reward high-average, not just stellar, performers.

Limits on plan effectiveness most often are related to poor measures of performance, which can include subjective measures that are applied unfairly and quantitative measures that do not accurately indicate people’s relative contribution to target results (i.e., student learning).

Performance-based bonuses may have an advantage over performance-based salary increases. Bonuses have been shown to increase staff performance more than performance-based salary increases, to be more attractive to high performers than base pay increases, and to prevent the organization from paying for short-term performance with long-term compensation. Bonuses can be paid based on individual performance or team performance. Individually based rewards improve the recruitment and retention of higher performers. Yet some experts argue for a team element when much of the work is conducted by a team working together. Individual and team rewards need not be exclusive; a sound plan can include both, when team and individual contributions determine ultimate results.

How much is enough? Cross-industry research on thousands of employees indicates that performance-based incentive plans of any kind increase the selection of higher performers. The magnitude of the selection effect has been shown to increase as the incentive opportunity—as a percentage of fixed pay—increases.

Clearly, well-designed performance pay in the form of bonuses has high potential to boost teacher effectiveness by attracting and retaining higher performers disproportionately while also improving the performance of all teachers who have the underlying capabilities to be successful. Substantial cross-industry understanding exists on how to design pay-for-performance plans that improve results and reward staff more for contributing more. Measuring performance fairly and accurately is critical. Value-added methods offer tremendous promise for enabling fair measurement of teacher contributions to student learning.

**Hard-to-Staff School Pay**

Some schools are harder to staff than others, primarily because of the extreme challenges of teaching a highly disadvantaged population. Hard-to-staff school pay aims to balance these challenges by offering additional pay to teachers who choose such schools and succeed there.
Extra pay for those who teach in high-poverty schools can be a form of pay for contribution if the incentive is sufficiently large and selection favors those likely to succeed in this setting. It may contribute even more to teacher effectiveness when combined with large bonus opportunities for teachers who achieve the best value-added results in these schools.

Efforts to attract teachers to high-poverty, low-achievement schools have often been unsuccessful. An estimated 20 percent to 50 percent premium is required to induce teachers to teach in hard-to-staff schools. Yet even states and districts offering large incentives to teach in such schools have obtained mixed results, with some bravely offering very large bonuses but still unable to attract needed staff. Even highly capable, committed teachers who receive extra pay may not choose or stay in high-poverty schools.

Rather than one-size-fits-all incentives for every teacher, hard-to-staff pay plans that work best most likely will include scaled performance bonuses with very significant performance rewards for teachers who increase student progress more, as measured by value-added assessment results. Research suggests that such plans would attract and retain more high performers. Pay opportunity is one way to send the signal that the highest performance is particularly valued and rewarded in this setting.

Teacher surveys note that conditions other than pay make hard-to-staff schools unattractive. These other conditions have proven difficult to change using classic school improvement techniques, however. Therefore, significant restructuring of chronically low-performing schools to make them places where high achievement by both students and teachers is expected, valued, and supported is a necessary corollary to extra pay in hard-to-staff schools. In addition, identifying characteristics of teachers who are successful in this setting would help improve teaching through more targeted recruiting.

Skill Shortage Pay
Skill shortage pay means offering higher compensation in subject areas that are hard to fill, such as math, science, and special education. Extra pay for teachers in areas of skill shortage can be an element of pay for contribution when amounts are sufficiently large to compete with other jobs and are used to attract teachers in content areas where research indicates that technical skill and knowledge improve student learning. Skill shortage pay will enhance teacher effectiveness even more significantly when combined with enhanced pay for performance to attract and retain teachers who best use that technical skill and knowledge to induce student learning.

Teaching skill shortage areas—currently including math, science, and special education—poses a special compensation challenge. This challenge is common across sectors, such as that faced by all industries for specialized programmers preceding year 2000 computer transitions. Shortages may be temporary or longstanding, and they may be driven by too few prepared people entering the labor pool, by better-paying alternative careers that require similar skills, or both. “Market pay” exceptions for skill shortage jobs are a common practice outside education.

Combining shortage pay with pay for performance based on value-added may make teacher pay in technical areas (e.g., math and science) far more competitive in the labor market and more attractive to higher performers with these skills. The significant sums needed to compete with for-profit industries and the changing demand for differing skill sets make flexible pay alternatives, such as recruiting bonuses and performance bonuses, particularly compelling. These approaches would enable states and school districts to target dollars to shortage areas without a long-term commitment when shortages may be short-lived.
Advanced Roles Pay
Pay for advanced roles means offering higher compensation to teachers who perform roles—in the classroom and through other activities—that consistently add significantly more value than average instruction. Examples of advanced teaching roles include helping other teachers monitor student progress and adjust instruction and mentoring new staff. In the classroom, it may include teachers who consistently play the role of springboard, propelling students forward in well more than a year’s worth of learning in critical subjects. These roles—and perhaps others to be discovered in future research—contribute more to student learning than typical classroom efforts, both directly and through other staff. Annual base pay increases and bonuses alone cannot compensate for the contribution to learning that these master teachers make.

Pay for advanced teaching roles that add measurable, significant extra value to student learning is an important element of pay for contribution and an important way to retain higher performers. Across industries, the top 10 percent of performers are more likely to leave because of a lack of advancement opportunity than are employees generally.

Recognizing advanced or “master teacher” roles that contribute more, selecting capable staff for these roles, and rewarding them for their additional contribution to student learning are important ways to recruit and retain higher performers. This structure is consistent with that used for lawyers in large law firms and doctors in large medical institutions. Such an effort would be greatly enhanced by developing a better understanding of well-defined competencies that distinguish teachers who consistently add far more value to student learning in the classroom and through work with other staff.

Skill and Knowledge Pay
This kind of pay involves offering additional compensation to teachers who can demonstrate they have acquired valuable skills and knowledge. Examples include paying more for teachers who achieve high scores on tests of specialized, relevant content knowledge.

Pay for critical skills and knowledge—not just in shortage areas—can be an element of pay for contribution in subjects where technical skill and knowledge is a proven determinant of contribution to student learning. Across industries, skill-based pay has shown a positive effect on employee productivity and organizational outcomes. Outside education, it is used primarily for technical and blue-collar jobs, but skill-based pay has found some strong supporters and moderate ones in education. Private-sector use of skill-based pay in professional jobs has been limited.

Skill-based pay works when rewarded skills are a proven determinant of work productivity and quality; when it is accompanied by highly focused skill training and certification programs; and when timely, frequent, and relevant performance appraisals ensure proper use of those skills. Skill and knowledge may, in some cases, be correlated with teacher performance across subjects. The link between student performance and teacher knowledge and technical skill, however, is often unclear, as conflicting studies of teachers with certification from the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards illustrate.

Skill pay works and may be a sensible element of pay for contribution where a clear, causal link can be made between a specific skill and results, training can be designed to impart the skill, the skill can be accurately measured, and teachers can then use the skill on the job. It may help attract teachers with skills—and encourage others to acquire skills—that measurably
Contribute to student learning. Skill pay may be particularly useful in states where value-added measurement of student learning linked to individual teachers has not been implemented.

**Limited Advanced Degree Pay**
Currently, most teachers can earn additional pay by obtaining virtually any kind of advanced degree. Policymakers can make advanced degree pay a component of pay for contribution by offering additional compensation to holders of advanced degrees only in fields where having such a degree has been shown through rigorous research to improve a teacher’s effectiveness in producing student learning gains.

Paying teachers for advanced degrees—other than secondary math and, possibly, other similar technical areas—is not an element of pay for contribution, even when executed with precision. Students of teachers with master’s degrees generally do not advance their learning more. Within math, a master’s degree improves student learning, but so does a much more concise additional six math courses—**without** an advanced degree.

Rewarding math and, possibly, other technical teachers who have the requisite technical coursework or degrees is an option for governors who want to pay for contribution. Rewarding math teachers who demonstrate, through testing, mathematical skill and knowledge typically acquired in such courses is another option. Additional pay for advanced degrees or coursework where advanced technical knowledge has been shown to enhance student learning can improve the recruitment, the development, and, possibly, the retention of effective teachers. Additional pay makes teaching relatively attractive, compared with other jobs requiring the same technical degrees or coursework, particularly in fields such as math and science where labor is in short supply across industries and alternative jobs requiring the same knowledge pay more than teaching. Current teachers who are motivated to develop themselves by obtaining additional technical content coursework will be better teachers in those technical areas—at least in math, and, possibly, in science, computer, and similar fields. The retention effect is likely to be strongest if additional pay is combined with forms of pay for contribution most attractive to higher performers, namely, pay that rewards higher student learning progress.

**Retention Pay**
Retention pay means giving consistently high-performing teachers a significant raise after they have completed their first few years of teaching, in contrast to most of today’s salary scales that raise pay gradually over time. A retention pay policy, for example, might raise the base pay of teachers meeting a specified performance bar several thousand dollars beginning in the fourth year of teaching.

A system of automatic pay raises during the course of every teacher’s entire career makes little contribution to student learning. Yet retention pay can be one element of pay for contribution, if done differently from conventional pay for experience, emphasizing the significant rise in contribution after the first few years of teaching. This is the period during which teachers’ effectiveness increases the most.

Most pay for experience is not designed to increase teaching effectiveness. Current pay structures treat each additional increment of experience roughly the same, and most pay plans provide too small an increase to teachers who stay past the initial three years. In addition, most pay plans invest too much in teachers with more than five years of experience, without regard to their contributions to student learning.
Other complex professions may offer sound models for significant pay increases after a steep learning curve of a few years. For example, medical residency—with its relatively lower pay—represents a training period for doctors learning to apply their skills and knowledge in the clinical context. Postresidency pay increases sharply. Attorney pay in medium-size to large firms increases significantly, typically through partnership, after novice lawyers prove they can apply book learning successfully in the work context. Likewise, research indicates that teaching has a training period after which average teacher contribution to student learning rises measurably. In teaching, however, pay is not similarly aligned with the typical increase in teachers’ contribution after the first two to five years.

Adjusting state-level pay scales, and inducing similar changes in district-level pay scales, to pay only for experience that contributes to student learning is one way for governors to pay for contribution. If done well, paying appropriately for experience can boost teacher effectiveness by retaining more teachers past their novice years, when they are more effective by virtue of experience. It also can boost effectiveness by freeing dollars currently used to pay for experience beyond this time and reinvesting those funds in other kinds of pay that enhance teaching effectiveness.
WHATEVER ROLES GOVERNORS CHOOSE TO PLAY IN TEACHER PAY REFORM, THEY SHOULD ALSO ADVOCATE FOR POLICIES AND ACTIVITIES THAT WILL HELP MAKE PAY FOR CONTRIBUTION EFFECTIVE. THESE INCLUDE INSTITUTING VALID SYSTEMS THAT TRACK THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF INDIVIDUAL TEACHERS TO STUDENT LEARNING GAINS, INITIATING OR PARTICIPATING IN STUDIES OF “SOFT ATTRIBUTES” OR “DEEPER COMPETENCIES” OF EFFECTIVE TEACHERS, ADDRESSING COMMON IMPLEMENTATION CHALLENGES, AND EVALUATING HOW NEW PAY DESIGNS CONTRIBUTE TO STUDENT LEARNING.

**Assessing Teacher Contributions to Student Learning Gains**

Paying for performance requires accurately measuring performance. To do this, the best hope is value-added assessment—the use of techniques to determine a teacher’s contributions to individual students’ learning progress over time. Not only is value-added assessment technically sound, but teachers also prefer this approach over changes in absolute achievement scores. Governors can support the development of high-quality assessments and sophisticated value-added measures.

Measuring the value individual teachers add to student learning is a linchpin to states’ effective use of pay for contribution. It is critical for determining how much value individual teachers are adding to their students’ learning; how much value is added indirectly by playing other roles, such as mentoring; and how effective pay plans and other management systems are at improving student learning over time.

Most states are a long way from implementing teacher value-added assessment, however. Besides the annual testing now required in all states, the Data Quality Campaign (DQC) lists 10 essential elements of state student data systems. Four of these elements are critical to teacher-linked, value-added measurement:

- a unique identifier for each student;
- an ability to match individual student records from year to year;
- information on untested students; and
- a teacher identifier that links individual teachers to their students’ results.

According to DQC, only 11 states had all four elements as of January 2007. One reason states have moved slowly on this front is that designing an appropriate value-added measurement is difficult. Although no system will be perfect, policymakers should be mindful of four key issues as they design an approach:

- **Fairness.** Ideally, most teachers will regard a state’s value-added measure as a fair gauge of their contribution to student learning. Crude annual growth measures may not meet this test because they do not take into account the extent of learning challenges a teacher’s students have and because they are subject to random fluctuations unrelated to a teacher’s real contribution. The best value-added measures use sophisticated techniques to take into account the difficulty teachers face based on their students’ past performance and analyze multiple years of data for a teacher.
• **Transparency.** Sophisticated techniques may increase fairness, but the system must be understandable to teachers.

• **Validity.** A value-added system is only as good as the assessment used. As states move toward value-added assessment, they should also ensure that tests do not impose artificial upper limits on how much progress students can make beyond grade level; that tests are well aligned with state standards and what the state requires schools to teach; and that standards align with the profession’s evolving understanding of what students need to know and know how to do.

• **Breadth of Applicability.** Even states that have made progress toward measuring teacher value added can typically measure it only for a fraction of teachers. At the elementary school level, because only reading and math are generally tested annually, value-added measurement is only possible for regular classroom teachers. In addition, testing generally begins in third grade, leaving out teachers in kindergarten through second grade. Policymakers and system leaders will need to find different ways of measuring the performance of early-grade and nonclassroom teachers. At the middle and high school levels, students typically have multiple teachers. Attributing value added to individual teachers may be difficult in this context.

Policymakers and system leaders will need to address this challenge by designing team, department, or school-level value-added measures and/or by creating class-specific pretests and posttests that make individual value-added measurement possible.

All these issues are difficult to resolve, but they are not insurmountable. A key role for governors is pressing for individuals and systems to overcome these barriers and not let the perfect become the enemy of the good.

**Identifying Competencies of High-Performing Teachers**

Understanding the capabilities or “competencies” of teachers who consistently add more value than others is an important step in paying for contribution for several reasons. Competencies themselves can be a basis for pay. In addition, measuring competencies is essential for identifying teachers ready to take on advanced teaching roles that receive higher levels of pay. Finally, a keen understanding of teaching competencies would enable better recruiting of teachers likely to perform well in various school settings. Governors can encourage and support efforts to study and identify the skills and characteristics of effective teachers.

Competencies include skills and knowledge but also deeper habitual behaviors, thinking capabilities, and consistent motivations of individuals that lead them to be more effective in some roles than others at work. For example, “achievement motivation”—striving for excellence even in the face of barriers—is one such deeper competency that is often predictive of job performance. Another is “impact and influence”—striving to persuade others to support one’s agenda. Knowledge and technical skills are considered to be the easiest and fastest to acquire as adults, and they are most important for technical and blue-collar jobs. The “deeper” competencies tend to be developed over longer periods and are slower to change in adults. Multiple studies comparing the top 10 percent of performers to more typical, average ones in professional jobs indicate that top performers differ from average performers primarily in the “deeper” competencies.
Competencies are generally accepted as a tool to develop staff, but they are more controversial as a basis for pay.\textsuperscript{69} One reason is that developing an accurate “competency model,” or list of detailed characteristics that distinguish higher performers, is expensive—too expensive for most organizations of moderate size. When a valid model is available, paying for competencies often involves moving to a small number of “broad bands” of advancement, within which individuals may be paid very different base salaries based on ratings of competencies. This pay strategy is often combined with bonuses based on results. Yet competencies can be rewarded differently, for example, through placement in pay ranges, base pay increases, or bonus pay. Competencies may determine base salaries indirectly by affecting who is selected for higher-paid master teaching roles. In all cases, identification of competencies that predict performance and fair rating systems are critical when attaching competencies to pay.

Awareness of competencies and rigorous methodologies available to develop valid models appears to be limited in U.S. education. Teach For America noticed that its best performers are different in “soft attributes” and has attempted to identify these attributes.\textsuperscript{70} Others have wrung their hands over the considerable proportion of teacher performance (97 percent) not explained by degrees, certification, or experience.\textsuperscript{71} Few have described how competencies could be used for teachers.\textsuperscript{72} In the United Kingdom, at least one government-commissioned national study has identified distinguishing competencies of higher-performing teachers.\textsuperscript{73}

Teaching is ripe for a major investment in identifying these “soft attributes” of high performers using the most rigorous techniques, and leading states can forge the way in this effort or participate in privately initiated studies. Understanding the characteristics of teachers who add the most value to student learning would enable districts to hire better staff from the start; develop staff competencies that enhance performance; identify candidates for master teaching roles; and possibly pay for competencies, such as teamwork, not fully recognized in some pay for performance systems.

**Anticipating Implementation Issues for Innovators**

Without proper care, even the best-designed pay plans can fail during implementation. Governors can anticipate and address common implementation challenges, both practical and political, to increase the odds of successful pay reform. They can take steps such as these:

- **Advocate for changes in principal pay to align with the new approach to teacher pay.** Doing so will help ensure that all staff members are focused on the same goals and that pay rates are appropriately aligned to reflect relative contribution to school success.

- **Ensure principals receive the requisite training.** Principals will need training to manage and develop staff using goals and criteria aligned with the pay plan.

- **Foster the buy-in of school-level staff.** There is mixed evidence from the research on the performance value of staff participation in pay design.\textsuperscript{74} However, in a political environment where external groups may fight pay reform, staff participation alongside state or district leaders and compensation experts may help all staff accept and understand the changes.

- **Manage the cost of success through sustainable funding.** Pay for contribution can be funded either by shifting existing resources or increasing funding for teacher pay. Shifting existing funds would require reallocating money from teacher actions and characteristics that do not enhance student learning to pay for contribution. Increasing funding also presents challenges. A high level of teacher performance does not automatically generate revenue to pay teachers more, as does higher performance in the private sector. Teacher compensation plans with no limits or
budgets can become untenable. Therefore, pay budgets and payments to teachers must be calculated carefully in advance, and policymakers must communicate pay reform success compellingly so voters will support additional, well-spent funds.

- **Cover other costs of reform.** Designing effective pay changes typically requires state and district staff time and external consulting fees for technical assistance—costs that should be included in any change budget. In addition, pay changes funded through add-on funding alone will bloat state pay budgets and continue the overinvestment in low contributors to student learning. However, governors can still protect lower performers who came into the profession based on the old compensation system, but who will lose in a contribution-oriented system. Rather than treating pay for contribution as a new, dispensable add-on, treating pay-cut protection for lower performers as the add-on may make more sense. In a state or district committed to pay for contribution, this is a temporary cost as lower performers work their way out of the system, either through voluntary attrition or retirement.

---

**Evaluating Pay Reforms and Changing Them over Time**

Rigorous ongoing evaluation of new models will enable governors and education leaders to evolve compensation approaches as learning goals, measurement capabilities, and financial resources change. A strong cross-sector research base exists for many forms of pay change, but research on how pay reforms affect teaching quality is nascent. As more states experiment with different models, evaluating how well these different models are working is important. The findings will help all states develop better designs for teacher compensation.
Public support for reforming teacher pay is very high. Fully 70 percent of voters support pay increases for all teachers, and 80 percent support them if better teachers are paid more than others.77 (Some surveys, however, find less support; for example, the Center for Education Reform found 59 percent support performance pay in schools.78) Similarly high percentages support funding additional pay for teaching in high-poverty schools (76 percent) and for teaching math and science (72 percent).77

However, public support does not mean political support. Political opposition to any pay reform other than across-the-board raises is very organized and strong—stronger than the opinions of roughly 190 million adults who support teacher pay increases, including more pay for better teachers. Governors who want to increase teaching effectiveness using pay will need to deploy their most capable negotiators and strategists. In states with strong teachers’ unions, obtaining union support and participation is imperative to reduce battles during implementation and to continue improvements in how—and how much—teachers are paid. Governors concerned about building support for pay reform should remember and communicate that even in the most extreme cases, the bulk of teacher pay is still delivered through base salaries unrelated to teacher performance or contribution.

The research basis and popular support for increased teacher pay are exceptionally strong, when teachers who contribute more are paid more. Gubernatorial leadership and commitment to improve pay policy and design are crucial to effective, sustained, and widespread implementation. But one-time fixes will not suffice; pay plans must evolve as ways to measure student learning and teaching effectiveness improve. Leaders at the state and district levels must maintain a strong commitment to ensure that pay continues to reward contribution and drive improvements in student learning.

Governors can enact initiatives at the state level, or they can encourage and enable districts and schools to implement bold and responsible pay reform. Two ways to enable reform without mandates are eliminating or minimizing state policy obstacles to all forms of pay for contribution and providing grant funding to encourage district experimentation with bold and responsible pay for contribution. The will to enact effective pay reforms is the most important factor. With it, any governor can be a catalyst for better teaching by paying for contribution.
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